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the hidden 1987 film wikipedia
Apr 05 2024

the hidden is a 1987 american science fiction film directed by jack sholder written by jim kouf under
the pseudonym bob hunt and released by new line cinema it stars kyle maclachlan and michael nouri
along with clu gulager chris mulkey ed o ross clarence felder claudia christian and larry cedar and
received mostly positive

the hidden 1987 imdb
Mar 04 2024

oct 30 1987   the hidden directed by jack sholder with kyle maclachlan michael nouri claudia christian
clarence felder a cop and an fbi agent race for answers after law abiding people suddenly become
violent criminals

the hidden 1987 official trailer youtube
Feb 03 2024

sep 8 2014   the hidden 1987 official trailer kyle maclachlan michael nouri alien crime movie hd
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youtube rotten tomatoes classic trailers 1 64m subscribers subscribed 2 5k 348k views 9 years ago

the hidden rotten tomatoes
Jan 02 2024

oct 29 2022 jul 6 2022 an fbi agent kyle maclachlan and a homicide detective michael nouri hunt the
current human host of an orally exchanged alien life form

the hidden 1987 plot imdb
Dec 01 2023

summaries a cop and an fbi agent race for answers after law abiding people suddenly become violent
criminals an alien parasite with the ability to possess human bodies goes on a violent crime spree in
la committing dozens of murders and robberies

the hidden 1987 original trailer hd 1080p youtube
Oct 31 2023

oct 12 2019   48 4k views 4 years ago the original trailer in high definition of the hidden directed by
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jack sholder and starring kyle maclachlan michael nouri claudia christian clarence felder and clu

the hidden movie review film summary 1987 roger ebert
Sep 29 2023

the hidden roger ebert october 30 1987 tweet now streaming on powered by justwatch the hidden
opens with a brutal bank robbery and a violent chase scene and for a moment i thought i was in for
another routine cop movie but then i saw the funny look in the eyes of the bank robber and i wasn t
so sure

the hidden 1987 the movie database tmdb
Aug 29 2023

overview when average law abiding citizens suddenly turn to a life of hedonistic behavior and violent
crime detective tom beck is tasked with helping young fbi agent lloyd gallagher determine the cause
jack sholder director jim kouf screenplay reviews written by wuchak on november 26 2020
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the hidden metacritic
Jul 28 2023

summary a cop and an fbi agent race for answers after law abiding people suddenly become violent
criminals horror sci fi thriller directed by jack sholder written by jim kouf the hidden metascore
generally favorable based on 15 critic reviews 69 user score available after 4 ratings tbd my score
hover and click to give a rating

watch the hidden 1987 prime video amazon com
Jun 26 2023

the hidden 1987 kyle maclachlan and michael nouri star as a pair of los angeles police detectives
assigned to stop a crime spree 1 487 imdb 7 0 1 h 37 min 1987 x ray r horror science fiction gritty
strange available to rent or buy rent movie hd 3 99 3 59 buy hd 10 49 more purchase options
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